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Get the most out of your Dell Axim with this step-by-step guide. How to Do Everything with Your Dell Axim Handheld,
Second Edition has been fully revised to cover Microsoft’s new operating system for Pocket PCs--Windows Mobile 5.0.
Find out how to manage personal information, send and receive e-mail, synchronize with desktop computers, and go
wireless. Get details on optimizing memory, conserving battery power, and using the security features to protect your
valuable information. Enjoy videos, music, and eBooks, and use your Axim as a digital camera. This handy resource
contains all of the expert advice you need to be more productive and have more fun with your Dell Axim.
Designing Mobile Service Systems - Revised Second EditionIOS Press
Digital forensics deals with the acquisition, preservation, examination, analysis and presentation of electronic evidence.
Networked computing, wireless communications and portable electronic devices have expanded the role of digital
forensics beyond traditional computer crime investigations. Practically every crime now involves some aspect of digital
evidence; digital forensics provides the techniques and tools to articulate this evidence. Digital forensics also has myriad
intelligence applications. Furthermore, it has a vital role in information assurance -- investigations of security breaches
yield valuable information that can be used to design more secure systems. Advances in Digital Forensics X describes
original research results and innovative applications in the discipline of digital forensics. In addition, it highlights some of
the major technical and legal issues related to digital evidence and electronic crime investigations. The areas of coverage
include: - Internet Crime Investigations; - Forensic Techniques; - Mobile Device Forensics; - Forensic Tools and Training.
This book is the 10th volume in the annual series produced by the International Federation for Information Processing
(IFIP) Working Group 11.9 on Digital Forensics, an international community of scientists, engineers and practitioners
dedicated to advancing the state of the art of research and practice in digital forensics. The book contains a selection of
twenty-two edited papers from the 10th Annual IFIP WG 11.9 International Conference on Digital Forensics, held in
Vienna, Austria in the winter of 2014. Advances in Digital Forensics X is an important resource for researchers, faculty
members and graduate students, as well as for practitioners and individuals engaged in research and development
efforts for the law enforcement and intelligence communities.
IT technology engineering changes everyday life, especially in Computing and Communications. The goal of this book is
to further explore the theoretical and practical issues of Future Computing and Communications. It also aims to foster
new ideas and collaboration between researchers and practitioners.
This valuable reference presents the "going" royalty rate for virtually any product, including over 1,500 products and
services in ten lucrative categories--art, celebrity, character and entertainment, collegiate, corporate, designer, event,
sports, nonprofit and music. The essential reference for both beginning and more experienced licensing professionals.
Knowing the "going" royalty rate for virtually any product is as simple as reaching for the newly published Licensing
Royalty Rates, 2021 Edition . Setting a royalty rate too high can scare away potential licensees, while accepting a lower
rate can cost licensors hundreds of thousands of dollars. Licensing Royalty Rates, 2021 Edition provides all the
information you need to calculate the right rate every time. The data in Licensing Royalty Rates is compiled using
information from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. After careful review by a blue-ribbon panel of expert licensing
consultants uniquely qualified to know what the appropriate rate range is for specific properties in each licensing
category, the information is organized into four time-saving sections that give researchers fast access to comprehensive
statistical and analytical data: Royalty rate listing alphabetically by licensed product --provides a detailed alphabetical
listing of products and their suggested rate range across all product categories. Royalty rate listing by international
trademark class--lets you quickly identify subtle royalty rate differences between similar products within specific
international trademark classes. Checklist of licensed products and services--offers a quick-reference to products with a
high potential for licensing. Comprehensive list of licensed products and services--presents a detailed list of all surveyed
products and services within a trademark class for preparing intent-to-use trademark applications. This detailed
information gives both beginning and more experienced licensing professionals the confidence needed to negotiate the
maximum allowable rate regardless of the product, the market and the parameters of the specific deal itself. Previous
Edition: Licensing Royalty Rates, 2020 Edition, ISBN 9781543811315 Note: Online subscriptions are for three-month
periods.
The must-have guide to the Best iPhone and iPad Apps for every iOS user So many apps and so little time. How do you
get to the best with a minimum of fuss? The Rough Guide to the Best iPhone and iPad Apps solves the problem. It
pinpoints the 500 best free and paid for applications in all major categories. Whether its navigation or news, photography
or productivity, games or utilities this book highlights the best running on iPhone, iPad (or both) from the marquee names
to the hidden gems. Discover the 500 finest applications your iOS was born to run with The Rough Guide to the Best
iPhone and iPad Apps. Now available in ePub format.
This four-volume set LNCS 6761-6764 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2011, held in Orlando, FL, USA in July 2011, jointly with 8 other thematically similar
conferences. The revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The
papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major
advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of application areas. The papers of this first volume
are organized in topical sections on HCI design, model-based and patterns-based design and development, cognitive,
psychological and behavioural issues in HCI, development methods, algorithms, tools and environments, and image
processing and retrieval in HCI.
Topographic Laser Ranging and Scanning, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive discussion of topographic LiDAR principles, systems,
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data acquisition, and data processing techniques. This edition presents an introduction and summary of various LiDAR systems and their
principles and addresses the operational principles of the different components and ranging methods of LiDAR systems. It discusses the
subsequent geometric processing of LiDAR data, with particular attention to quality, accuracy, and meeting standards and addresses the
theories and practices of information extraction from LiDAR data, including terrain surface generation, forest inventory, orthoimage
generation, building reconstruction, and road extraction. Written by leaders in the field, this comprehensive compilation is a must-have
reference book for senior undergraduate and graduate students majoring or working in diverse disciplines, such as geomatics, geodesy,
natural resources, urban planning, computer vision, and computer graphics. It is also vital resource for researchers who are interested in
developing new methods and need in-depth knowledge of laser scanning and data processing and other professionals may gain the same
from the broad topics addressed in this book. New in the Second Edition: A comprehensive array of new laser ranging and scanning
technologies. Developments in LiDAR data format and processing techniques. Regrouping of surface modeling, representations and
reconstruction. Enhanced discussions on the principles and fundamentals beyond small-footprint pulsed laser systems and new application
examples. Many new examples and illustrations.
Although research on business model innovation is flourishing internationally, many important questions on the 'how', 'what', and 'when' of
this process remain largely unanswered, particularly in regard to the role of top management. This book answers some of those pressing
questions by taking a deliberately managerial perspective. Based on new and original findings derived from a survey among firms from
various industries, and several case studies (including DSM, NXP Semiconductors, Randstad, and TomTom), the authors provide new
insights into how and when managers can change a firm's business model. They turn their attention particularly to one key question: is it
better to replicate existing models or develop new ones? Business model renewal is regarded as being especially vital in highly competitive
environments. Nonetheless, whatever the environment, high levels of both replication and renewal will be key for a firm to succeed. The book
looks at four levers that can be used by managers to innovate their business model: management itself, organizational structure, technology,
and co-creation with external parties. It discusses the individual effects of these levers on business model replication and renewal. It also
analyses specific combinations that strengthen business model innovation, including those which are technology oriented, internally oriented,
externally oriented, and those which combine all of the levers in an integrated way.
The technology field has become a key driver of the world economy. Companies like Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Facebook are not only
iconic organizations, but their founders are often legends in their own right. However, the ethnic and gender make-up of these companies are
overwhelmingly reflections of their founders: white males. Anjuan Simmons has worked in the technology industry for 20 years are a software
developer, infrastructure architect, and software project manager. His experiences as a minority in the technology industry inspired him to
describe them on his blog. Minority Tech is a curated, edited, and augmented selection of those blog entries. The titles covered include: The
New Negro Problem, America and the Loss of the Black Genius, A Code of Conduct for Black Men, Why I Believe in Affirmative Action, What
the world Needs from Trayvon Martin, 3 Reasons Why the Technology Industry Needs More Diversity, What Facebook Taught Me about
Rape Prevention, and more.
The third edition of Nutrition in Exercise and Sport has been updated and expanded to include the latest developments in the field. This third
edition of a bestseller among sports nutrition and health professionals now fully discusses the role of exercise and nutrition in both wellness
and in disease prevention. In addition, new chapters on the history of sports nutrition, antioxidants, vegetarianism, the young athlete, the
older athlete, the diabetic athlete, the physically disabled athlete, sports specific nutrient requirements, and body composition changes have
been added. Top sports nutrition practitioners and exercise scientists have contributed chapters that provide practical nutritional guidelines for
those engaged in various types of physical performance. This book is a one-volume library on sports nutrition for research scientists in
applied sports nutrition, dietitians, exercise physiologists, sports medicine physicians, coaches, trainers, athletes, and nutritionists. The first
two editions of this book have been widely used in sports nutrition courses. Nutrition in Exercise and Sport is the standard in the field.
David Macey's biography of Frantz Fanon is acclaimed not only for its eloquence and its comprehensive account of Fanon's personal,
intellectual and political life, but also for its rich depiction of postwar French culture. Frantz Fanon, now updated with new historical material,
remains the definitive biography of the iconic thinker who inspired countless revolutions.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the
world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective solutions, and future directions in the field of
information science and technology"--Provided by publisher.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of two workshops held in conjunction with the 8th FIRA International Conference on Secure
and Trust Computing, Data Management, and Applications, STA 2011, in Crete, Greece, in June 2011. STA 2011 is the first conference after
the merger of the successful SSDU, UbiSec, and TRUST symposium series previously held from 2006 until 2010 in various locations. The 14
full papers of the IWCS 2011 and 10 papers of the STAVE 2011 workshop were carefully reviewed and individually selected from the lectures
given at each workshop. The International Workshop on Convergence Security in Pervasive Environments, IWCS 2011, addresses the
various theories and practical applications of convergence security in pervasive environments. The International Workshop on Security &
Trust for Applications in Virtualized Environments, STAVE 2011, shows how current virtualization increases the sharing of compute, network
and I/O resources with multiple users and applications in order to drive higher utilization rates, what replaces the traditional physical isolation
boundaries with virtual ones.

Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every issue
is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles
that enthusiasts crave.
Recording Tips for Engineers, Fourth Edition provides the knowledge needed to become a proficient audio engineer.
With years of experience working with big name rock stars, author Tim Crich shares his expertise and gives all the
essential insider tips and shortcuts. A tool for engineers of all levels, this humorous, easy-to-read guide is packed with
practical advice using real-life studio situations, bulleted lists, and clear illustrations. It will save valuable time and allow
for fast, in-session reference. Additional resources are available on the companion website
(www.routledge/cw/crich.com). The fourth edition has been updated to: Lead discussions of modern file storage and
processes for uploading, downloading, sharing, and transferring files and data. Address digital audio workstations.
Provide expanded coverage on room treatment.
The concept of trust is related to many aspects of our daily lives, and different stakeholders use the term “trust” in
various contexts. Trust is crucial in today’s information societies for ensuring success of digital economies in all countries
and regions. This book contains papers that were presented at the conference “Future of Trust in Computing” and brings
together academics, regulators, technologists, and practitioners working in diverse areas of trust from various parts of the
world. The authors discuss issues they are facing and begin to form a common framework. Security and privacy threats
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and remedies, core trust-enforcing technologies, innovative applications, regulatory issues, privacy and usability,
economics as well as provable security and assurance are discussed. Finally, a number of papers touch upon innovative
approaches to trust that begin to define new fields of research and innovative types of technologies.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of
news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
"One of the most mesmerizing and exhilarating, yet alarming modern technology books…an extraordinary tale." —Gillian
Tett, Financial Times Pinpoint tells the fascinating story of a hidden system that touches nearly every aspect of modern
life. Tracking the development of GPS from its origins as a bomb guidance system to its present ubiquity, Greg Milner
examines the technology’s double-edged effect on the way we live, work, and travel. Savvy and original, this sweeping
scientific history offers startling insight into how humans understand their place in the world.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th IFIP WG 11.11 International Conference on Trust
Management, IFIPTM 2013, held in Malaga, Spain, in June 2013. The 14 revised full papers and 9 short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 62 submissions. The papers cover a wide range of topics focusing
on multi-disciplinary areas such as: trust models, social foundations of trust, trust in networks, mobile systems and cloud
computation, privacy, reputation systems, and identity management.
This publication is the second in the Research in Design series. Design is an effort that enjoys a growing attention in the
academic world. At Delft University of Technology design is a recognized part of science. Like other technical
universities, Delft is rooted in the engineering field. And in spite of questions like ‘what is design’, ‘what is engineering’
and ‘what is science’, which can be debated in long sessions, and differences that are hard to explain, it is possible to
feel the differences. In this book the authors contribute to the development of a design language for the service domain.
In general the engineering discipline is expanding into a field that embraces perspectives of more disciplines and actors,
next to the engineer who is responsible for the artefact. The first volume in this Research in Design Series stresses the
stakeholder oriented approach in the domain of architecture and urban planning (Binnekamp, van Gunsteren, & van
Loon, 2006). The domain in this volume is services. This is a field in which the involvement of different stakeholders with
different interests in the design process is particularly a critical success factor. A note on the second edition:
improvements have been made to the text and illustrations. Apart from that the first and second edition are
interchangeable.
Maximizing reader insights into the interactions between game theory, excessive crowding and safety and security elements, this book
establishes a new research angle by illustrating linkages between different research approaches and through laying the foundations for
subsequent analysis. Congestion (excessive crowding) is defined in this work as all kinds of flows; e.g., road/sea/air traffic, people, data,
information, water, electricity, and organisms. Analysing systems where congestion occurs – which may be in parallel, series, interlinked, or
interdependent, with flows one way or both ways – this book puts forward new congestion models, breaking new ground by introducing game
theory and safety/security into proceedings. Addressing the multiple actors who may hold different concerns regarding system reliability; e.g.
one or several terrorists, a government, various local or regional government agencies, or others with stakes for or against system reliability,
this book describes how governments and authorities may have the tools to handle congestion, but that these tools need to be improved
whilst additionally ensuring safety and security against various threats. This game-theoretic analysis sets this book apart from the current
congestion literature and ensures that the book will be of use to postgraduates, researchers, 3rd/4th-year undergraduates, policy makers, and
practitioners.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
This international textbook focuses on the strategic and operational aspects of sales management. With new material on coaching and
motivating sales teams, sales skills and leadership are developed in this unique product. Sales Management teaches students how to
gradually draw up a comprehensive sales plan: a process of analysing, learning, asking, brainstorming, writing, removing and reformulating.
This comprehensive text provides core reading for students of sales and sales management globally.
Transformative Strategies is based around the idea that strategic thinking is critical for organizational success in today’s environment. The
financial crisis, continuing economic uncertainty, digitalization, environmental issues, and social issues involved in globalization present
strategic problems for enterprises. Unlike other textbooks that take a standard solutions-based approach, Transformative Strategies provides
readers with a way to develop strategies that fit their own complex situations and shows how models may be applied in different ways to
different problems. Each of the four key elements affecting the business environment (globalization, disruption, collaboration, and
responsibility) are addressed as a set of tensions in eight areas: global competition, business model innovation, digital strategizing, business
eco-systems, corporate social responsibility, top management teams, and trans-cultural leadership in a globalized world. This tension-based
pedagogy enables readers to shift from dichotomized thinking (such as exploring or exploiting) to transformative thinking (such as exploring
and exploiting; exploring through exploiting) and readers are challenged to solve real problems that companies face, encouraging them to
acknowledge the broader context in which organizations operate and to analyze the problem from multiple perspectives. Each chapter is
structured to aid engagement and discussion, including a discussion of the tension tied to the chapter’s topic, learning objectives, theoretical
frameworks, real life case studies, exercises and reflective questions. A highly practical book that encourages readers to develop solutions
that fit their own complex problems, it will be particularly suitable for those studying strategic management as part of an MBA, MA or MSc in
Management, as well as those in executive education. It will also appeal to all those interested in learning how to lead and transform
organizations towards impact, purpose and relevance. Online resources include discussions of the case studies, supplementary problems for
class discussion, and an instructors’ manual outlining the pedagogical approach.
The service process design landscape is changing, with many of the previous limitations disappearing on how and by whom services are
delivered. Opportunities for new service design configurations are being supported, to a large extent, by technology-enabled innovations;
many tasks previously performed by the service provider may now be performed by either the customer or the service provider. As a result,
customers are playing a more active role in the service process, not only through self-service but also through providing information to the
service provider to create a more personalized service experience. Designing Service Processes to Unlock Value explores how service
processes can be designed to leverage the expanding range of opportunities for service providers and customers to co-create value. Readers
will learn about frameworks for value Co-Creation and models for designing all types of service processes, as well as the unique challenges
of designing knowledge-intensive services. The book concludes with approaches to unlock these capabilities-and further boost value CoCreation. This second edition includes new and updated examples of technology-enabled innovations that provide unprecedented flexibility in
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service process design and continue to transform how service providers and customers co-produce services. At the same time, readers will
see how these innovations can have important-and sometimes surprising-impacts on the nature of the benefit and cost tradeoffs and
synergies that determine value Co-Creation.
For a small Southern-ish town, Charlottesville, Virginia, sure packs a lot into its geographic footprint. A destination for history buffs, the town
is central to the homes of three U.S. presidents, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and James Monroe. An academic and college sports
attraction, the University of Virginia—designed, built, and founded by Thomas Jefferson—is a large presence in the town. Bordered by the Blue
Ridge Mountains and just two hours southwest of Washington, DC, Charlottesville is a cultural powerhouse with deep roots. Let this book be
your guide to all the delightful activities and a roadmap to the true flavor and feeling of today’s Charlottesville. Whether you’re people
watching on the downtown pedestrian mall or hanging out on the Corner at UVa, we have the comprehensive list of Charlottesville to-dos,
which should keep you busy from now until you die.
Need directions? Are you good at getting lost? Then GPS is just the technology you’ve dreamed of, and GPS For Dummies is what you need
to help you make the most of it. If you have a GPS unit or plan to buy one, GPS For Dummies, 2nd Edition helps you compare GPS
technologies, units, and uses. You’ll find out how to create and use digital maps and learn about waypoints, tracks, coordinate systems, and
other key point to using GPS technology. Get more from your GPS device by learning to use Web-hosted mapping services and even how to
turn your cell phone or PDA into a GPS receiver. You’ll also discover: Up-to-date information on the capabilities of popular handheld and
automotive Global Positioning Systems How to read a map and how to get more from the free maps available online The capabilities and
limitations of GPS technology, and how satellites and radio systems make GPS work How to interface your GPS receiver with your computer
and what digital mapping software can offer Why a cell phone with GPS capability isn’t the same as a GPS unit What can affect your GPS
reading and how accurate it will be How to use Street Atlas USA, TopoFusion, Google Earth, and other tools Fun things to do with GPS, such
as exploring topographical maps, aerial imagery, and the sport of geocaching Most GPS receivers do much more than their owners realize.
With GPS For Dummies, 2nd Edition in hand, you’ll venture forth with confidence!

Use Java features such as JAX-RS, EJBs, and JPAs to build powerful middleware for newer architectures such as the
cloud Key Features Explore EJBs to build middleware solutions for enterprise and distributed applications Understand
middleware designs such as event-based and message-driven web services Learn to design and maintain large-scale
systems and vendor disputes Book Description Middleware is the infrastructure in software based applications that
enables businesses to solve problems, operate more efficiently, and make money. As the use of middleware extends
beyond a single application, the importance of having it written by experts increases substantially. This book will help you
become an expert in developing middleware for a variety of applications. The book starts off by exploring the latest Java
EE 8 APIs with newer features and managing dependencies with CDI 2.0. You will learn to implement object-to-relational
mapping using JPA 2.1 and validate data using bean validation. You will also work with different types of EJB to develop
business logic, and with design RESTful APIs by utilizing different HTTP methods and activating JAX-RS features in
enterprise applications. You will learn to secure your middleware with Java Security 1.0 and implement various
authentication techniques, such as OAuth authentication. In the concluding chapters, you will use various test
technologies, such as JUnit and Mockito, to test applications, and Docker to deploy your enterprise applications. By the
end of the book, you will be proficient in developing robust, effective, and distributed middleware for your business. What
you will learn Implement the latest Java EE 8 APIs and manage dependencies with CDI 2.0 Perform CRUD operations
and access databases with JPA 2.1 Use bean validation API 2.0 to validate data Develop business logic with EJB 3.2
Incorporate the REST architecture and RESTful API design patterns Perform serialization and deserialization on JSON
documents using JSON-B Utilize JMS for messaging and queuing models and securing applications Test applications
using JUnit and Mockito and deploy them using Docker Who this book is for Enterprise architects, designers, developers,
and programmers who are interested in learning how to build robust middleware solutions for enterprise software will find
this book useful. Prior knowledge of Java EE is essential
Contemporary American society, with its emphasis on mobility and economic progress, all too often loses sight of the
importance of a sense of “place” and community. Appreciating place is essential for building the strong local
communities that cultivate civic engagement, public leadership, and many of the other goods that contribute to a
flourishing human life. Do we, in losing our places, lose the crucial basis for healthy and resilient individual identity, and
for the cultivation of public virtues? For one can’t be a citizen without being a citizen of some place in particular; one
isn’t a citizen of a motel. And if these dangers are real and present ones, are there ways that intelligent public policy can
begin to address them constructively, by means of reasonable and democratic innovations that are likely to attract wide
public support? Why Place Matters takes these concerns seriously, and its contributors seek to discover how, given the
American people as they are, and American economic and social life as it now exists—and not as those things can be
imagined to be in some utopian scheme—we can find means of fostering a richer and more sustaining way of life. The
book is an anthology of essays exploring the contemporary problems of place and placelessness in American society.
The book includes contributions from distinguished scholars and writers such as poet Dana Gioia (former chairman of the
National Endowment for the Arts), geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, urbanist Witold Rybczynski, architect Philip Bess, essayists
Christine Rosen and Ari Schulman, philosopher Roger Scruton, transportation planner Gary Toth, and historians Russell
Jacoby and Joseph Amato.
The automobile is going through the biggest transformation in its history. Automation and electrification of vehicles are
expected to enable safer and cleaner mobility. The prospects and requirements of the future automobile affect
innovations in major technology fields like driver assistance systems, vehicle networking and drivetrain development.
Smart systems such as adaptive ICT components and MEMS devices, novel network architectures, integrated sensor
systems, intelligent interfaces and functional materials form the basis of these features and permit their successful and
synergetic integration. It has been the mission of the International Forum on Advanced Microsystems for Automotive
Applications (AMAA) for more than fifteen years to detect novel trends and to discuss the technological implications from
early on. Therefore, the topic of the AMAA 2014 will be “Smart Systems for Safe, Clean and Automated Vehicles”. This
book contains peer-reviewed papers written by leading engineers and researchers which all address the ongoing
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research and novel developments in the field.
A consumer guide integrates shopping suggestions and handy user tips as it describes and rates dozens of digital
electronic products, including cell phones, digital cameras, televisions, computers, and home theater products.
EBOOK: Microeconomics and Behaviour: Second South African edition
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